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Please Read

Our next issue for more details on
Material Handling Solutions.

Does improper use of Material Handling Equipment
affect your productivity..?
Are you taking a 'BIG RISK' with your untrained
MHE operators..?

Material handling operations is an integral
part of supply chain activities and it has to
be as strong as any other link in the chain.
Efficient and safe operations of the
Material Handling Equipments (MHE) can
add to this strength in a much greater way.
It has been observed very often that
improper use of MHE's not only affects
productivity adversely, but also causes
direct and indirect losses. Machine
breakdown are often caused by wrong
operations, machine abuse and accidents
happens due to operator ignorance or
indifference, or both. Hence proper
training about safety, care, operations and
periodic maintenance can go a long way in
addressing such issues. Also, a properly

trained operator can contribute in
lowering operating costs by reducing
spares consumption, improved safety and
enhancing performance through proper
care and use of the equipment.
Josts, with more than half a century of
experience in this field, addresses such
critical issues through the ''MHE
OPERATOR'S TRAINING MODULE''. Josts
training program (MHE OPERATOR'S
TRAINING MODULE) is designed in such a
way that boosts safety, awareness,
efficiency and confidence levels in MHE
operation and maintenance functions. This
course will provide with an in-house
trainer who will have both factual
knowledge as well as the ability to present

the material to your lift-truck (MHE)
operators.
DETAILS OF TRAINING MODULE : The MHE
Operator Training Program includes
classroom theory and practical evaluation.
The duration of the operator training
program will be around three to five days
depending on requirements. This course is
designed for both new and experienced
operators covering theoretical and
practical principles. The program will be
specifically geared to the actual
application and equipments being used,
and will enhance and revive the operator’s
awareness of safe MHE operations. Jost’s
can also conduct pre-training audit to
determine the need for the training.
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Josts MHE Operator Training Module :
MHE Maintenance : Operators are the ear
and eye of the equipment. During the
training course, the operator will get to know
about the importance of maintenance, the
proper care and procedure of maintenance.
Case Studies of Effects of Improper Usage :
Group discussion on experiences of actual
incidents will be used to help operators to
improve their operation skills and thus
minimizing the errors during operation.
Course Test and Evaluation : By evaluating
the performance of the operators through
scientific process, Josts will provide data on
their strength and weaknesses that will
highlight those areas where the operator
needs to improve their operating skills. After
successful completion of this training course,
Jost's will issue certificates with grading to
the participants.

Know your Trucks :
- What is MHE? What are the various types
of MHE ?
- How does the MHE work ?
- How does it carry and lift load ? What is
the difference between an Automobile
and MHE ?
- Why and how battery is used as a power
source for the equipment ?
Basic Awareness About Key Features of the
Equipment: It is a proven fact that there is a
direct co-relation between operator's
knowledge of their truck and the
performance of the trucks in terms of
efficiency and productivity. The training will
enhance operator's component level
knowledge in hydraulics, mechanics,
electrical and electronics. The training will
also enable the operator to emerge with a
better understanding of the equipment used
by him and learn to appreciate many aspects
of MHE like stability triangles / trapezoids,
load distribution, load balancing, residual
capacities etc.
MHE Operation : Safe and best operating
practices laid down in the manufacturer's
recommendations will be emphasised and
promoted in classroom and practical
training. Josts will also impart training on the
hazards and responses to emergencies in
equipment use.

Through the years, many of Jost's esteemed
customers like Asian Paints Ltd., Nokia India
Pvt. Ltd., Hindalco Inds. Ltd., Perfetti Van
Melle, Weilburger Coatings, Bennett
Coleman & Co. Ltd., ITC Ltd., YCH Logistics (I)
Pvt. Ltd., BLG Parekh Logistics Pvt Ltd. etc.,
have reaped the benefits of this training
module. Jost's post training module
periodically monitors the performance of the
operator, based on which recommendation
on improvements can be made.
For more information on training and other
service products please feel free to contact:
servicethane@josts.in / infomhe@josts.in

Some Snap-Shots of the Training Program
Classroom Training :

Post-Training Module : Jost’s will send
written documentation of significant positive
or negative changes in the performance of
the operators after the training, and a reassessment of each operator's skills can be
conducted every six months.
Benefits to the organization :- Enhancement of operators confidence and
improvement in operating culture.
- Reduction in downtime of the equipment
and improvements in over all life cycle
period.
- Identification of problems at an early stage
with well trained operators - Better
response with a logical approach, without
panicking, while facing emergency
situations.
- Embedding the onus of ownership quality in
operators mind.
- Reduction in overall operating costs, due to
proper use of equipments.
- Improvement in safety records and
enhancement in output.

Practical Training :

Hands-on Experiences :
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